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“ Travelling in Youth, to a part of Education.”
Bacon’s Essays.

Travelling is attended with Pleasure and Profit ; but these advantages cannot always be
obtained without occasional Privations : The Author hopes to give the Reader some
Instructions which will teach him how to increase the former and diminish the latter.

Persons who have not been in the habit of leaving Home, are apt to fancy, that Travelling
is at best a perilous adventure, and attended by inevitable dangers :— Ignorance and Idleness
make every thing terrible ; we Will not, because we dare not, — we Dare not because we will
not.

It is possible to be Drowned, to break one’s Neck, to be Murdered, or to fall Sick
abroad ; but may not all these possibilities happen to us at Home ?

A Soothsayer toldÆschylus the Grecian Dramatist, that he would be killed by the fall of a
House : the frightened Poet retired from the City into the Fields ; but no sooner there, than an
Eagle, who was carrying off a Tortoise for its Dinner, in passing over our Poet’s bald-pate,
was attracted by its appearance as the Sun shone thereon, and the learned have imagined, that
the Bird mistook it for a fine large new-laid Egg, and taking a fancy thereto, thinking,
perhaps, that it would make a nice Luncheon, and it would be convenient to lubricate the Red
Lane, previous to Banqueting upon the Tortoise, in order to crack it,Mr. Eagle dropped his
load upon Mr.Æschy’s Noddle, upon which, as a Dramatist might say, “ Exit Æschy.”

“ He that will not sail till all dangers are over, must never put to sea.”

A Sailor saying that his Grandfather, his Father, and his Uncle, all died at Sea, a
Bystander observed, “ Then if I were you, I would certainly never go to Sea.” “ Why ?” said-
the Seaman ; “ where did all your Relations die ?” “ Why, in their beds.” “ Then,” said Sam
Spritsail, “ for the same Reason, if I was You, I would certainly never go to Bed.”

However, as the Sudden Death of a Traveller, if intestate, would occasion irremediable
distress and disputes in hid Family ;—if he consult only his own Tranquillity, (and the pre-
servation of Peace of Mind, is more preventive of the Disorders and even the decays of our
Body, than the mostness, and who receive no benefit from the Will.

A Copy should be given to the person most interested, or to the Executors, the
Solicitor, or Proctor ; and it is extremely advisable to execute Two Copies.



See “ The Pleasure of Making a Will,” in THE ART OF INVIGORATING LIFE, by the Author of
this Work.

General Observations On Travelling.

In Travelling, the change of Scene diverts and exhilarates the Mind, and the continual Motion
contributes in an incredible degree to invigorate the Body.—Vital consumption may indeed
be somewhat increased, but is more than counterbalanced by the increased restoration which
is effected ; — in regard to the Body, by digestion being improved ; and in regard to the
Mind, by the succession of agreeable impressions, and the forgetfulness of one’s self :

“ To cure the Mind’s wrong bias, Spleen,
Some recommend the Bowling Green,
Some Hilly walks,—all, Exercise ;
Fling but a Stone, the Giant dies.”—Green.

Travelling is a recreation to be recommended, especially to those whose employments are
sedentary, who are engaged in abstract Studies, whose Minds have been sunk in a State of
morbid melancholy by Hypochondriasis ; or, by what is worst of all, who have a lack of
Domestic Felicity.

“ Though Sluggards deem it but a foolish chase,
And marvel men should quit their easy chair,
The toilsome way, and long, long league to trace :
Oh ! there is sweetness in the Mountain Air,
And life, that bloated ease can never hope to share.”

Childe Harold.

However, Nature will not suffer any sudden transitions. It is therefore improper for people
accustomed to a Sedentary Life, to undertake suddenly a Journey during which they will be
exposed to long and violent Jolting. The case here is the same, as if one accustomed to drink
Water, should all at once begin to drink Wine.

It is as impossible to lay down any rule by which to regulate the number of Miles a Man
may journey in a Day, as to prescribe the precise number of Ounces he ought to eat : how-
ever, Nature in this has given us a very excellent guide in a sense of Lassitude, which is as
unerring in Exercise, as the sense of Satiety is in Eating.

When one begins to be Low-spirited and Dejected ; to Yawn often, and be Drowsy ;—
when the Appetite is impaired ;—when the smallest movement occasions a fluttering of the
Pulse ; when the Mouth becomes dry, and is sensible of a bitter taste ;—seek Refreshment
and Repose, if you wish to prevent Illness, already beginning to take place.

By raising the temperature of my Room to about 65, a Broth Diet, and taking a teaspoon-
ful of Epsom Salt in half-a-pint of warm water, and repeating it every half-hour till it moves
the Bowels twice or thrice, and retiring to Rest an hour or two sooner than usual, I have often
very speedily got rid of Colds, &c.

Remember,—a Catarrh is a disease which very commonly ends in an Inflammation of
the Lungs ; or, what is as frequent, and much worse, an Asthma or Consumption :—one half
of these arise from inattention to what is called, a Common Cold.



A Common Cold, or what would be more properly called, A Heat, if properly managed,
usually ceases in a few days, generally in less than Ten ; if it continue longer, the best
Medical Advice should be called in, and the utmost Care taken, or most serious and fatal
consequences may be expected.

While Travelling, insensible perspiration may easily be checked ; therefore carefully guard
against all sudden transitions from Heat to Cold, or the contrary :—those who are very
susceptible of changes of Temperatare, will do well, when they go on a Journey, to carry with
them a thin Flannel Waistcoat or Shirt.

The best Season for Travelling, is during those Months when there is no occasion for a
Fire ; that is, just before, and after the extreme Heat.

In Winter, the ways are generally bad, and often dangerous, especially in Hilly Countries,
by reason of the Snow and Ice—The days are short, a Traveller comes late to his Lodging,
and is often forced to rise before the Sun in the Morning : besides, the Country looks dismal ;
Nature is, as it were, half dead.

The Summer corrects all these inconveniences : if you travel in the cool of the Morning
and Evening, and rest during the Heat of the Day.

Cleanliness when travelling is doubly necessary ;—to sponge the body every morning
with tepid water, and then rub it dry with a rough towel, will greatly contribute to preserve
Health.

To put the Feet into warm water for a couple of minutes just before going to Bed, is very
refreshing, and inviting to sleep :—for promoting Tranquillity, both Mental and Corporeal, a
clean Skin may be regarded as next in efficacy to a clear Conscience.

“ For from the Body’s purity, the Mind
Receives a secret, sympathetic aid.”

Thomson.

During the Temperate Months much more Exercise may be taken than during Summer,
when Perspiration exhausts one half of the Strength — again, we can undergo more fatigue
early in the Morning, than in the Afternoon.

Nothing will contribute more to the preservation of your Health and Strength than
occasional Repose for a whole day :—for your Soul’s and for your Body’s Health,
Remember, that “ the Seventh Day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy—GOD !”

Persons who would be shocked at the idea of sending for a Mantuamaker or a Tailor, a
Carpenter or a Mason, on a Sunday, make no scruple to regularly employ their Coachman and
their Horses.

“ The Sunday shines no day of rest to them.”

If there was no other objection to employing them on the Sabbath, methinks this single
one might suffice, that a really Devout heart would be unwilling to rob a fellow-creature of
his time for Devotion, or a Humane one, of his hour of Rest : the Law of the land co-operates
with the Law of—God ! and the Master has no right, either legal or moral, to this portion of



his Servant’s time, except in a case of Necessity—no other plea can abrogate that Statute of
our—God !

“ Thou shalt keep holy the SABBATH DAY, and thy Servant and thy Cattle, shall do no
manner of WORK.”

The tender mercy of—GOD !—was graciously pleased, by an astonishing condescension,
to include even the Cattle in the Commandment!

But Religion apart,— is it not wonderful, that people do not yield to the temptation that is
held out to them of abstaining from Diversions Que day in Seven, upon motives of mere
mundane policy, as Voluptuaries sometimes fast in order to give a keener relish to the next
Repast.

I can imagine with what kind of Comment these remarks will be read by some ; however,
—Peace be with such :—I am neither an advocate for the severity of a Jewish, nor the
moroseness of a Puritanical Sabbath.—I am likewise far from inferring, that all who neglect a
strict observance of Sunday, are always remiaa in the performance of their other Duties ; but
it has been the opinion of many Wise and good Men, that—Christianity will stand or fall, as
this Day is neglected or observed [1].

“ Thus saith the Lord, Take heed to yourselves, and bear no burden on the Sabbath day,
nor bring it in by the gates of Jerusalem.”

“ Neither carry forth a burden out of your houses on the Sabbath day, neither do ye any
work ; but hallow ye the Sabbath day, as I commanded your fathers.”—Jer. xvii. 21, 22.

“ I have ever found,” says the good and the great Lord Chief Justice Hale, “ by a strict and
diligent observation, that a due observance of the duty of Sunday, has ever had joined to it a
Blessing upon the rest of my time ;—the Week that has been so began has been blest and
prosperous to me ;—on the other side, when I have been negligent of the duties of this Day,
the rest of the week has been unhappy to my own secular employments. So that I could easily
make an estimate of my successes the Week following, by the manner of my passing this
Holy-Day. I DO NOT WRITE THIS LIGHTLY, BUT BY LONG AND SOUND EXPERIENCE.”— Sir
Matthew Hale’s Works.

You will every where, much more readily, obtain your wishes, and keep out of danger, by
Patience and Fair Words, than by Impatience and opprobrious Language ; so true is the saying
of Henry the Fourth of France,

“ Parole douce, et main au bonnet,
Ne coute rien, et bon est.”

Keep your rank among the Great, but disdain not to stoop to the Peasant, when Charity
dictates.

A respectful and humble carriage is a mighty advantage to gain Knowledge—it unlocks
the heart of every one.

Be Affable to All :—Those who exclude Civility from the Catalogue of Virtues, do not
understand the Nature of CHRISTIANITY ; which is that Universal Benevolence, which con-
ciliates the Good Will, makes all willing to serve you upon all occasions, and gives you a



happy habit of self-denial, which will frequently make you forego what you like best, in order
to enjoy the superior pleasure of pleasing Others. It is no inconsiderable acquirement to be
able to contradict Ourselves :—the Earlier this habit of Self-government is given to Children
the better for them, and for all who are about them—?

“ Just as the Twig is bent, the Tree’s inclined.”

As Early as two or three Years old, Children are sagacious enough, to be taught, that on
certain points they must implicitly obey certain Injunctions—such early Discipline is of the
utmost importance to their comfort during every part of their after Life, in as much as the
felicity of governing and moderating their Passions depends upon such early training—

“ Train up a child in the way that he should go.”

In Vulgar Children, who are “ untutor’d by fashion or art,” and are fretted one hour and
petted another, the Mind of these Victims of vehement passion soon becomes actually dis-
ordered, and expresses itself accordingly,—nothing is more uncommon than to hear them
Talk—instead of asking gently, they Hollow and Shout with importunate fury for what they
wish to have, and scream and cry as violently to avoid what they dislike, and are ever and aye
either in an Agony, or an Ecstacy.

•

Of the following Precept, I cannot too strongly impress the importance, as a source of
great Comfort to Yourself, and to those you leave at Home, it is, to

“ Be punctual in Writing to your Friends.”

“ Heav’n first taught Letters for some wretch’s aid,
Some banish’d Lover, or some captive maid ;
They love, they speak, they breathe what love inspires,
Warm from the soul and faithful to its fires,
Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul,
And waft a sigh from Indus to the Pole.”

Enquire what days the Post comes in, and on your first arrival, especially in a Foreign
Country, for fear of a miscarriage, (which, however, rarely happens), write by each Post, till
you get an Answer.

Previous to your departure, determine the places where your Letters shall be addressed,,
carefully arranging both the Time and the Manner :—it is much safer to have your Letters
directed to some respectable Merchant or Banker, than to order them to be left at the Post
Office till called for.

“ It is impossible to do anything well without preparation.”

A Traveller should procure, some time previous to his setting out, the most accurate
Accounts and general and special Maps of the Country he is about to visit [2], and have them
properly fitted up on Linen, in order to render them convenient for the pocket, and to refer to
as often as he reads any account of the Country.



“ It hath been lately maintained in academical dispute, that the best Travelling is in Maps
and good Authors, because thereby a man may take a view of the state of the manners of the
World without mixing with the corruption of it,—a pleasing opinion for solitary "prisoners,
who may thus travel over the World, though confined to a Dungeon.”—Sir Philip Sydney on
Travelling, 16mo. 1633.

“ He that travels in Theory,” says Dr. S. Johnson, “ has no inconveniences ;—he has shade
and sunshine at his disposal, and wherever he alights, finds tables of plenty and looks of
gaiety. These ideas are indulged till the day of departure arrives, the Chaise is called, and the
progress of happiness begins.

“ A few minutes teach him the fallacies of imagination. The Road is dusty, — the Air is
sultry,—the Horses sluggish,—and the Postillion brutal.—He longs for the time of dinner,
that he may eat and rest :—the Inn is crowded, his orders are neglected, and nothing remains,
but that he devour in haste what the Cook has spoiled, and drive on in quest of other enter-
tainment. He finds at Night a more commodious house, but the best is always worse than be
expected.”

“ He at last enters his native Province, and resolves to feast his mind with the conversation
of his Old Friends, and the recollection of Juvenile Frolics. He stops at the house of his
Friend, whom he designs to overpower with pleasure by the unexpected interview. He is not
known till he tells his name, and revives the memory of himself by a gradual explanation. He
is then coldly received, and ceremoniously feasted. He hastes away to another, whom his
affairs have called away to a distant place, and having seen the empty house, gees away
disgusted, by a disappointment which could not be intended, because it could not be foreseen.
At the next house he finds every face clouded with misfortune, and is regarded with
malevolence, as an unseasonable intruder, who comes not to visit, but to insult them.

“ It is seldom that we find either men or places such as we expect them : he that has
pictured a prospect upon his Fancy, will receive little pleasure from his Eyes ; he that has
anticipated the conversation of a Wit, will wonder to what prejudice he owes his reputation.
Yet it is necessary to hope, though hope should always be deluded ; for ‘ Hope itself is
Happiness,’ and its frustrations, however frequent, are far less dreadful than its extinction.”

In spite of the greatest care and attention, many objects will escape even a well-pre-
pared mind ; therefore people cannot familiarize themselves too much at Home, with
those objects they intend to inquire after Abroad, which they ought to accustom themselves to
frequently reflect upon before they commence their Journey—the Memory will be extremely
assisted by putting down the Queries which they wish to be answered by various Persons at
various places.

Never stir without Paper, Pen, and Ink, and a Note Book in your Pocket—Notes made
with Pencils are easily obliterated by the motion of Travelling.

Commit to Paper whatever you See, Hear, or Read, that is remarkable, with your sen-
sations on observing it ;—do this upon the Spot, if possible, at the moment it first strikes ; at
all events, do not delay it beyond the first convenient opportunity.

“ It cannot be too strongly impressed on the minds of persons about to travel, the ad-
vantage that will result to them in making Memorandums of every thing that comes before
their Notice, at the Moment : whether it regards the places they are passing through, the re-
marks of the Inhabitants, or the inconvenience they suffer for having omitted to bring any



trifling article with them which would have added to their comfort : or circumstances, which
often appear trifling to the mind of a Traveller, are very interesting to relate to Friends at
home, to say nothing of their Utility. I have found, since my return home, that for want of a
stricter attention to the above, that where I have omitted to write down the names of Villages
or any remarkable objects at the time of seeing them, my memory almost entirely fails me,
and I have only some vague recollection of them as places that I must have passed through,
they being in our line of route : but, on the other hand, where I have written down merely the
name of the object at the time I witnessed it, I can perfectly recall to my mind its situation
and general appearance.”— R. C. M.

The descriptions given by Travellers are apt to differ, according to the various, states of the
Weather, and the Season of the Year ; moreover, the fatigue of either the Mind or the Body
may depreciate their observation, and render less pleasing the object before them— some
objects are seen to greatest advantage at certain times and from certain positions. The effect
of a Landscape depends very much upon accidental circumstances ; the colouring of Nature,
and the lights and shades which are marked by the Sun.

“ When you meet with an extraordinary person, request the favour of him to write his
name in your Note Book, with some short sentence as a ‘ Souvenir.’

“ Affect the company of those you find most worthy, and not partially think them most
worthy whom you most affect.”

“ Rather go an hundred Miles to speak with one Wise Man, than to see ten fair Towns.

“ If you wish excellent men to take pains to speak to you, either use much Expense or
much Humbleness.”

—From Profitable Instruction for Travellers, &c. by the Earl of Essex, Sir Philip Sydney, and
Secretary Davison, 16mo. London, 1633.

An introduction to Eminent Authors may often be obtained from the Booksellers who
publish their Works.

When information is given you upon any subject of consequence, mention in your Journal
the name and Occupation of the person who communicated it, adding when and where you
received it—the authenticity of the information depends much on the character of those who
furnish it.

MEM.—If you earnestly wish to obtain accurate Information, never rely upon the
accounts of others when you can use your own Eyes and Ears.

Travelling on Foot, or on Horseback, is the most Healthful : but as Tertullian says, in his
Lib. 2. Not, “ riding on Cowback is the most independent.” He tells us that the comical Cynic,
Asclepiades, made the Grand Tour on the back of a Cow, and lived all the while upon her
Milk.

If a person is weakly, or undertakes a long excursion, it is then most advisable to travel in
a Carriage, which may be so ingeniously contrived as to be rendered a Magazine of
Comforts. See Obs. on Travelling Carriages, in “ The Horse and Carriage Keeper’s Oracle”
by the Author of this Work.



When Travelling in a Carriage, it is very beneficial occasionally to change our position;
that is, to sit sometimes toward one side, and sometimes to the other, and sometimes to
recline, &c. By these means, one can best prevent those Evils attending continued riding,
which are occasioned by the jolting being in one direction.

Always contrive to arrive at the end of your Journey by Daylight—Never travel, especially
in a Road you are not perfectly well acquainted with, after it is dark—besides avoiding the
danger of darkness by arriving at your Inn early, you have the choice of the best Beds, best
Provisions, &c.

Above all things, avoid Travelling during the Night ; which, by interrupting Sleep, and
exposing the Body to the Night Air, is always prejudicial, even in the mildest Weather, and to
the strongest Constitutions. By respecting Nocturnal rest, one may accomplish twice as much
in the Day. Sound Sleep [3] is as necessary to both the Mind and the Body as a sufficient
portion of nutritive Food is, and all the noblest functions of each suffer miserably when we
are deprived of it. Who has not felt the lack of Vigour invariably attendant on the loss of
Sleep, to be as enfeebling, and as distressing, as the languor that attends the want of Food?

To Rob you of SLEEP I pronounce to be as “ Grand Larceny,” and deserves as great a
punishment, as to steal your Food ! ay, much greater ! ! Money may replace the latter ; but
“ tir’d Nature’s sweet restorer, balmy Sleep,” “ with all means and appliances to boot” when
once disturbed, is with difficulty restored.

The Firm Health and Fine Spirits of Persons who live in the Country is not more from
breathing a purer Air, than it is from enjoying plenty of sound Sleep ; and the most distressing
misery of this “ Elysium of Bricks and Mortar,” is the rareness with which we enjoy -

“ The sweets of a slumber unbroke.”

The Editor's feelings are tremblingly alive on this subject.

“ Finis coronat opus.”

However soundly he has slept during the early part of the Night—if the finishing Nap
in the morning is interrupted from continuing to its natural termination, his whole System is
shook by it, and all that Sleep has before done for him is undone in/an instant; — he gets up
distracted and languid [4] ; and the only part of hie Head that is of any use to him, is the Hole
between his Nose and Chin.

How To Eat And Drink

People are apt to imagine, that they may indulge a little more in high Living when on a
Journey :—Travelling itself acts as a stimulus ; therefore, less Nourishment is required than
in a state of Rest : what you might not consider Intemperance at home, may occasion violent
Irritation, fatal Inflammations, &c. in situations where you are least able to obtain Medical
Assistance.

During a Journey, endeavour to have your Meals at the hours you have been accustomed,
—a change in the Time of taking Food, is as likely to affront your Stomach, as a change in the
Quality or the Quantity of what is taken.



Innkeepers generally ask their Guests “ what they would please to have for Dinner ?” The
best Answer you can make to this, is the Question, “ What have you got in your Larder ?” to
which, beg leave to pay a visit.

Be cautious how you order Sea Fish in an Inland town ; and there is a silly custom pre-
vails of keeping Fresh water Fish, such as Carp, Eels, and other fresh water Fish, in Tubs and
Cisterns, till they are very unfit for the Mouth.

Travellers on the Continent may live at much cheaper rate, and also more comfortably, at a
“ Table d’Hôte,” or at a “ Restaurateur’s,” than if they are served in their own Apartment.

Choose such Foods as you have found that your Stomach can digest easily—Nutritive,
but not of a Heating nature, and so plainly dressed, that they cannot be adulterated ; the Safest
Foods are Eggs, plain boiled or roasted Meat, and Fruit :—touch not any of those Queer
Compounds commonly called Ragouts, Made Dishes, Puddings, Pies, &c.

Above all, be on your guard against Soup and Wine,—Instead of Wine, it will often be
better to drink Water, with the addition of one-eighth part of Brandy, which Travellers may
carry with them.—“ The Oracle” declares, that if AMan is not a very fastidious Epicure, he
need never fear Hunger or Languor, when he can get good Bread and Water—i.e. provided he
carry with him a Brunswick Sausage and a Bottle of Brandy.

Brandy for this purpose should be of the full Proof strength : you will be charged a few
shillings per Gallon more for it, and you can only purchase it of a respectable Merchant by
particularly requesting it :—such Brandy I have bought of Mr. H. Hyde, of No. 59, Mark
Lane. The strongest Brandy usually sold, is what is termed 10 per cent below Proof ;—that is
to say, to every 10 Gallons of Brandy of Proof Strength, one Gallon of Water has been added,
and more frequently it is lowered still more : in proportion that the Spirit is lowered, so ought
the Price ; however, crafty dealers put off such “ Brandy and Water” as a fine old and mild
Spirit, and attribute to Age, what they effect by Aqueous adulteration ! and so, obtain not only
the profit arising from selling Water at the Price of Brandy, but an extra sum for so doing, as
remuneration for the immense loss of Interest occasioned by having kept it till it is
“ so exceedingly Old and Mild ! !”

Never give any Order for Wine to Waiters—go to the Master or Mistress of the Inn, and
request them to oblige you with the best Wine, &c.. that they have; and beg of them to
recommend whether it shall be Sherry, Madeira, &c.— telling them that you are perfunctory
about the Name and the Age of Wine, and particular only about the QUALITY of it.

“ If the drawer at a Tavern sell a man Bad Wine, whereby his Health is injured, he may
bring an action against the Master; for, although the Master did not expressly order the
servant to sell it to that person in particular, yet his permitting him to draw and sell it at all, is
impliedly a general command.”—Blackstone’s Commentaries, vol. i. chap. 6.

Let a Traveller carry with him a Copy of “ THE COOK’S ORACLE,” of which there is just
published, by Cadell and Co. Edinburgh, and Geo. B, Whittaker, Ave Maria Lane, a New
Edition, in 12mo. price 7s. 6d.boards.

“ For Practical Precepts we recommend particularly and chiefly THE COOK’S ORACLE, in
which, along with the plainest directions, there is more of Philosophy, and, if we may so
speak, of the literature of Gastronomie than in any work we have seen.”—Suppl. to Encyc.
Britan. article Food.



“ The COOK’S ORACLE we consider as the ne plus ultra of the science of Eating, and the
very name of excellence in Culinary literature.”—Monthly Review for December, 1821, p.
394.

“ We venture to prophesy, that the COOK’S ORACLE will be considered as the English
Institute of Cookery”,—Edinburgh Review for March, 1831, p. 60.

By the kelp of this Culinary Code, Inexperienced Persons, in as little time as they can read
it, may learn to prepare Common Food so perfectly, that the plain every day Family-Fare of
the ECONOMICAL HOUSEKEEPTER will, with scarcely any additional expense or trouble, be a
satisfactory Entertainment for an EPICURE, or an INVALID.

After the Character given to “ THE COOK’S ORACLE” in the Three Works above quoted—
and the Public have proved their testimony to be true by the purchase ofMany Thousand
Copies of it—the Author may be pardoned when he confesses that he is not a little Proud of
having contributed so esaentially to the improvement of the Health and Happiness of his
countrymen.

“ Why should the Philosophic mind disdain
That Good, which makes each humbler bosom vain?
Let School-taught Pride dissemble all it can,
These little things are great to little man ;
And Wise is he, whose sympathetic mind
Exults in all the Good of all mankind.”

Dr. Goldsmith.

Among the multitude of causes which concur to impair Health, without which there can be
but little Happiness, the most general is the improper Quality of our Food ; and this, most fre-
quently, arises from the injudicious manner in which it is prepared.

By having accurately stated the Quantity of each article, and the Time required to prepare
it, the Author has reduced Culinary operations to something like a Certainty ; and those
whose organs of Digestion are delicate, need now no longer be entirely indebted to chance
whether they shall Live long and Comfortably—or speedily Die of Starvation in the midst of
Plenty.

To Travellers, especially in Foreign Countries, “ The Cook’s Oracle” will be found an
invaluable Comfort ;—by translating the Receipt, any person may prepare what is desired, as
perfectly as a good English Cook.

There are many particulars as to Meat, Drink, Exercise, Sleep, Cold, Heat, &c. which
people soon find out from their own Observations, which they will generally find their best
Guide.

There is perhaps no article of our usual Diet, however Insignificant or however Important,
which has not been at one time highly extolled, and at another extremely abused, by those
who have published Books on Diet, who, wedded to their, own whimsies, and estimating the
Strength of other Men’s Stomachs by the Weakness of their Own have, as the fit took ’em,
attributed “ all the Evils flesh is heir to,” to eating either too much or too little—Salt,—
Sugar,—Spice,—Bread,—Butter,—Pastry,—Poultry,—Pork,—Veal,—Beef,—Lamb, and
indeed all Meets, excepting Mutton, have been alternately prescribed and proscribed.



Different degrees of Labour of Mind and of Body, Different Employments, Different Pro-
fessions, Different Ages, and Different Constitutions, require different degrees of Refresh-
ment—what is absolutely necessary for one, may be extremely noxious to another ; What is
the quantity, the quality, and the frequency with which various Stimuli are required, only the
Experience of the Individual can ascertain with due Accuracy ; and in these matters every
Man must be in a great degree his own Physician : hence the sensible old saying, that “ At
Forty, a Man is either a Fool or a Physician !” By that time a Man is fairly entitled to be
called a Fool, if he has not found some what is agreeable, and what is offensive to his Con-
stitution :— a prudent Traveller will cautiously abstain from everything that his own Ex-
perience has taught him is apt to produce Indigestion.

Of ATraveller’s Appearance.

Wear a plain Dress ;—upon no account display any Ring, Watch, Trinkets, &c. nor assume
any Aire of Consequence.

Be Liberal. — The advantages of a Reputation for Generosity which a person easily
acquires, and the many petty annoyances he entirely avoids, by the annual disbursement of
Five pounds worth of Shillings and Half Crowns, will produce him five times as much
Satisfaction as he can obtain by spending that sum in any other way—it does not depend so
much upon a man’s general Expense, as it does upon his giving handsomely where it is
proper to give at alt—he who gives Two Shillings is called Mean, while he who gives Half a
Crown is considered Generous ; so that the difference of these two opposite characters
depends upon Sixpence.

He shall not be accused of Prodigality, in whose accounts not a more extravagant charge
appears than such a sum set down annually for “ Good Humour.”

Those who Travel for Pleasure must not disquiet their Minds with the cares of too great
Economy, or, instead of the Pleasure, they will find nothing but Vexation. To Travel agree-
ably, one must spend freely ; ’tis the way to be respected by every Body, and to gain
Admittance Everywhere. Since ’tis but once in your Life that you undertake such a Thing, ’tis
not worth while to be anxious about saving a few Pounds.

“ A Traveller stopt at a Widow's Gate,
She kept an Inn, and he wanted tQ bait i
But the Widow she slighted her guest;
For when Nature was making an ugly face,
She certainly moulded the traveller's face,
As a sample for all the rest.
A Bag full of Gold on the table he laid;

’T had a wondrous effect on the Widow and Maid,
And they quickly grew marvellous civil :
The money immediately altered the case ;
They were charm’d with his hump, and his snout, and
his face,
Though he still might have frighten’d the Devil.”

Part of a Ballad by George Colman the Younger.

However,—affect not the Character of a Magnificent Fool, whose greatness is
manifest merely in the superior fault of squandering profusely.



Some Silly Travellers spend. so much in seeing other Men’s Lands, that they are
obliged, on their return, to Sell their Own.

Never talk of your Affairs, to Strangers, or to your fellow Travellers, neither of the
Property you have with you, or where you put it.

A Person who Travels for Improvement, will not waste his means in an ostentatious
Equipage, or encumber himself with any superfluous Luggage.

It would be a ridiculous vanity for a traveller to carry costly Rings, Watches, Snuff
Boxes, &c. ; they are direct invitations to Robbers, and irresistible enticements to Inn-
keepers to raise their charges.

The best way of avoiding Mistakes, and preventing Over-charges, is to pay the Bill of the
Landlord every morning, or every third day at farthest, and take a Receipt for it. “ Prompt
payment” produces Attention and Respect.

Innkeepers are inquisitive,—it is always prudent to conceal from them what would give
them an idea of the Traveller’s importance.

“ He is the discreetest Traveller who savoureth of least affectation or strangeness ; and
who maintaineth no Exotic modes at all after his return, either in his deportment or in his
discourse, unless the subject require it, and the occasion and company aptly serve for it, then,
an application of his Knowledge, may properly season his matter.”
—Instructions for Travellers, London, 1642.

[1] The ingenious Author of A ProfoundMEDITATION upon Turnpikes, 8vo. 1753, p. 51,
proposes that an additional Toll of 1s. per Head be laid on every Horseman ; 1s. 6d. on
every single Horse Chaise ; 2s. for every Post Chaise, or Chariot and Pair ; 4s. for every
Coach and Four, passing through each Turnpike ; and the several sums so collected, to be
paid into the hands of the Lord Mayor of London, for the Relief and Benefit of poor
industrious families ; or the Discharge of poor Debtors out of the several Gaols of the
City ;—it would send many an honest Man into the World, who would be more useful to
the Community, than many of those who sent them thither.

[2] Many very useful Guides, &c. are published by LEIGH, Bookseller in the Strand, near
Charing Cross ; andMAPS, at CARY’S, in St. James’s Street.

[3] “ Nothing restores Strength like SLEEP,” says the benevolent Author of The Good Nurse ;
which little Volume deserves a place in the collection of every Woman who wishes to
learn how to be a good Wife and a good Mother.

[4] Czar Peter the Great, in his rapid Journeys, lay only upon Straw ; and being accustomed
to sleep an hour after Dinner, the Emperor rested his head on one of his attendants, by way
of a pillow. The denctchick was obliged to wait patiently in this posture, and not make the
least motion for fear of waking him ; for he was as good-humoured when he had slept well,
as he was gloomy and ill-tempered when his Slumbers had been disturbed, or, he had been
waked unnecessarily before the appointed time.—See St Ochlin’s Anecdotes of Peter the
Great,?. 233.
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